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Committee on Trade and Development

SECRETARIAT NOTE ON THE MEETINGS OF THE EIGHTH SESSION

The Committee held its eighth session from 16-20 January 1967 in
Punta del Este, Uruguay. Section A below contains the sumnery and conclusions
agreed upon at the session. Section B contains notes by the secretariat on the
proceedings and the discussions.

A. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS¹

1. The Committee stressed the need for effective and expeditious implementation
of Part IV of the General Agreement as an important means of meeting the urgent
trade and development needs of developing countries. To this end, the Committee
reviewed the progress made in the implementation of Part IV with particular
reference to the possibilities provided by the Kennedy Round of trade negotiations
for bringing about a substantial relaxation of tariff and non-tariff barriers
affecting products of export interest to less-developed contracting parties-

2. The Committee noted that the Kennedy Round represented the most ambitious
negotiations yet undertaken to achieve the liberalization of international trade.
It recognized the importance of a successful conclusion to the Kennedy Round
for the future of international trade co-operation and recalled the affirmation
of developed countries that in the trade negotiations very effort shall be rnade
to reduce barriers to exports, of less-developed countries and that this
consideration should be borne particularly in mind in the approach to the question
of exceptions.

5. A number of developed contracting parties drew attention to the scope and
the size of the offers of tariff reductions made by them in respect of products
of interest to developing countries including tropical and other agricultural
products. They also stated that should it prove necessary to make withdrawals
from the initial, lists of offers, efforts would be made to maintain offers on
items in which less-developed countries had an export interest.

¹These were adopted by the Committee on 20 january 1967, and have aIready been
circulated in COM.TD/59. It was understood that the text should bc read in
conjunetion with the note summarizing the discussions of the meetings.
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4. Most of the less-developed contracting parties which participated in the
discussions of the meeting expressed concern that some of the developed
contracting, parties had not, in their view, so far accorded high, priority to the
réduction and elimination of barriers to products currently or potentially of
particular export interest to less-developed contracting; parties in the course
of the current trade negotiations. These: representatives also drew attention to
the requests for .maintenance and improvement of offers addressed by them to
developed participants in the. negotiations. The initia1 offers prasented by some
of the developed ccntracting parties excludcd many items of substantial interest
to those less-developcd countries. Withdrawals from the original lists of offers
would, if implemented, further limit for a number of less-developed countries
the benefits which they might derive fror these negotiations.

5. Tlhe Committee noted that a number of less-deveIoped countries had made their
requests in clear andspecific terms and that these conditions for a more
positive response from the developedcontracting - o2antractineeparties had bcrn established.
gThee Cosntee ay*. -that ever;Lfefmort should b'cne to ensiureiathat the ni ta
lists of offeros non produocltss fiteereest t es-devlaopdm cnoauntries re aitined
and imrprovd. In this cornexioLe particular rcard should be paid to the specific
requests adieg by develapLrcountries concerniong products c curenrent and potEial
export inerest to thmntem.n The Com e ited that the developcd participants had
reaffirmled gtheir wilinness to consider improving their initial offers and that
they were prepared to consider the possibilingty of tatki such esteps as ar open
to them to make cuts deeper thean 50 per conat miin, or t linate dutiesy conpletel,
on products iofespeciall ntreest toe ess-dvelopd countlries. It aso recommended
that, to the maximum extent possible, tehe tariff rmductions i respect of
products ofoleintereest t ss-devloped countrieesm sehouled b iplmenely.td immediatly.
It agreed thate the way fora scunriong such ctisoec wiculd be by pif consulta-
tionls betweeeopne the eevslose-devned and depad ceotracteingeprtis concrcd in
regard t the interest of udeveloping coitries in ithe products ' question..

6. The oCnoommittee als ted that action in erespect of to points mentined
above miht ebe facilitateo througnhoth'creatiorec new sub-itcs for products
of particulaolesrpdeinoteerest s-velpd ncouenommenteries, ad rcdd that the
ofeasiity Of his approach shoulld be fuli.yxplored.

7. The Coommittee nted that the reducatieon, as rsulmt of the ost-favoured-
nation tariff cuts, ofce prefereenes, at presnt enjoyd bylec-ertain ssdeveloped
conuntmries ei soe devloped coungtries, mihta have unfvourable implications for
the export oearnisengesss f thee l e devlopd counetries. The Commitete recommnded
that adquate considberatieon h givigto this matalter hewhern taefoacts arca the
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table towards the end of the negotiations. A certain number of countries
expressed the view that an effective system of compensation for the loss of
preferences would have to be evolved. Most developed countries expressed the
hope that the tariff benefits received in other markets by countries losing,
preferences would ensure that the Kennedy Round makes a positive contribution
to their economic growth and export earnings.

8. The Committee took note of the situation in respect of tropical products.
A number of less-developed countries recalled that, at the GATTMnisteriail
Meeting in May 1963, most GATT ministers had accepted the objective of complete
elimination of barriers on such products. Certain less-developed countries
indicated that they could not agree to any elimination or reduction of tariffs
affecting these products which involves a loss of preferential benefits at
present enjoyed by them until adequate compensatory measures have been agreed
upon and effectively implemented. The Commiittee recognized the importance of
achieving agreement as to the best form of action that would perumt removal of
existing preferences so that the object of complete duty-free entry for
tropical products can be attained. At the same time it noted that there was a
wide area over which contracting. parties could take individual action to reduce
or eliminate tariff barriers on tropical products in the common interest of
developing countries and without harm to the interest of any particular
developing country. The Committee also noted that some developed countries had
already taken such action.

9. The Committee reaffirmed that the objective of acceptable conditions of
access tc world markets for agricultural products was important for the Kennedy
Round and stressed that the attainment of this objective was of the utmost
importance for a number of less-developed countries. The Committee expressed
the hope that the offers on products of interest to less-developed countries:
would be maintained or improved so that these offers as well as the negotiations
looking towards multilateral arrangement on cereals, meat and dairy products
(which were of prime importance to certain less-developed countries) result in
an expansion of the possibilities open to these countries to expand their export
earnings from sales of agricultural commodities. In this respect, some countries
indicated their concern with some agricultural policies adopted by some developed
countries and front which could derive harmful effects to tine export trade of
developing :, countries.

10. Attention was drawn to the mcomenmitts that less-developed countries have
accepted to make every posseibl effort to ensure a cortribution to the objectives
of the Kennedy Round consistently with theierrl veopment, financial and trade
needs, and to the obligations assumed lby ess-edopevped contracgtin parties under
Part IV ofe th GATTo. Sme dgeleoatinsg ured that efforts by less-developed
contracgtin parties to reduce levels ofm deostic protection in the conteoxt f
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the -Kennedy Round could make a contriblution to the success of the negotiations,
bring appreciable benefits to themselves and other less-developed contracting
parties and facilitate the overall effort to reduce or eliminate barriers
affecting the trade of less-developed countries during the present negotiations.

11. Several delegations onp exDresscd vhs Viw at,t>h! even if he SKennedy Round were
to result in a suntibstaal reduction of tariff and non-tariff barriers to the
trade of develgopin countries in accordance witehth principles and objectives
accepted for thesgoe ntetiaions, thwere oulnd coetionu t be neoed fr ensuring
further speeding upth ofm e iplemenotatin oef th proovisoins f PaIrt Vw as ell
as foepir mcal tariff measures sauch s preferencoes t secure the elimination of
reaignin,barriers theo t.oexpetfs G-,ehes couintrLs and to enable theom taover-
eco,e-h difficulties cfazd byvthemn2ierdsopelgir p[exct industries danr
tablishinges1tL .hipj oheirrroucetmbo hE iîa^rk-etopso eveclce4d countriems.he Comrnittee
noted that the issues involved for internationall trade poicy in schemes of
preferenecmes and th oodalcities ngemf suh arraenits were beng actively studied
in gansevteral oMorizaiong.tionso srt dele rs xiee-sse tZhe hop te t these studies
would be pushed foirwalrda.s osiblrapndi-y aso zl.inblesc thigatoL: the. sht f the
rest; o thesE sludis, appropriate and favourable decisions carn b taken in
rearad to fuorthe z cticn temeet-the trad and develolp negeds of deveopin
countries.

12. The gCoit-te recorrzed the serious robierns created for rdany less-developed
countries by the instabmidlity of comoity rnarkets andrthendeterioatio in the
mprices ofyû.any primr products. It notneged thaot theoiimotietin cf provd
conditions f trmaade for priny products must remain an important preoccupation
goof trande netiatios conducted RbCTyNthe CONTA=.G PARTIS. The Committee also
affillingness,rmed itms ofwiee,poin toerO th rcvsicns of Part IVamnd the
proceduutres for consgolation and netiatinon provided i the General Agreement,
to co-operate infacl n =iitati bilmu,ateral a .ltilateral consultations aimed at
seeieng approprifoatc msolutions r omodity problems. It wiolgl continue t ive
support to -he aotivii f -,tht:r int.crna*ion-al DrjTaniz-Gtil-ns .ln this field
in order to solve commoedity prable:nz.?^ Comrnitteo ur ;ed that. ste;s be taken
in the appropria te quarters for tie nr.e.;o »1atic-n of a. commodity aUreement on
cocca, as saon as possible.

13.e Tconsideredhes atComittec aosa St?.temenot by the deleatioon)f Chad' rgarding
the adverse effects on itcs econor.iy Jf ren de'lsp.ents in, the international
market for cotton arnd eth:i rirnry cc4oditi sz ofr which Chadl is an exporter.
It also bad be-orfc.rCOi1,T!7, .a note b the rieleration cf Ch1ad. The Connittce
agreed teo set up a p:orkir tparty With thc followig <trons of reference.

"Hav-in:r, re-ard ta t1hJe provisions of Artioî.le Qv=Iiii, to study the problems
outlir.ed by tho oo /rnmcr.t of Cha.i arnd to ,make appropriate reeormendatiens
to the Ccniq:±mtte by i ts nio;.t sesion

ThemmChairwrnan p othleCoretee vil a.znt the membersof'te working party
in consugaltatioi th deletions.
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14. The Committee stressed the need for a further effort to speed up the
removal of restrictions, particularly those inconsistent with the GATT, that
affect the trade of less-developed countries. The Committee agreed that urgent
consideration should be given to improving consultation procedures for this
purpose. Most delegations urged contracting parties maintaining restrictions
to adopt practical measures ta limit their harmful effect on trade of less-
developed contracting parties pending the final removal of the restrictive
measures in question . Some delegations also urged that these measures should
include the elimination of duties on the products concerned. The Cornmittee noted
that since the last sessions of the CONRACTING PARTIES some progress had been
.made by a number of developed contracting parties in eliminating residual
restrictions on products of interest to less--developed countries. At the same
time, the Committee noted with deep concern that in some countries restrictions
on many products currently or potentially of particular export interrst to less-
developed contracting parties still remained. It was noted that a number of
contracting parties had indicated their intention to seek the relaxation or
elimination of existing quota restrictions in the ccurse of the Kennedy Round
trade negotiations.

15. The Committee took note of the importance attached by several delegations
of developing countries to the effective strengthening and improvement of
procedures and possibilities for safeguarding the trade and economic interests
of these countries provided by Articic XXIII of the General Agreement. The
Committce expressed the hope that consideration of the prorosals to this effect,
at present being considered in -The Group on Legal Amenments, would be completed
at an early date in order that proposals may be submitted to the twenty-fourth
session nf the CONTRACTING PARTIES.

16. The Committee took note of a report an the discussions that have taken
place between some developing countries which foresee an exchange of concessions
between these countries directed towards an expansion of their mutual trade.
The Committee recalled the views expressed at its earlier meetings in regard to
the rôle which such an exchange of concessions could play in encouraging
economic efficiency and development in the dcveloiping courtries and expressed its
interest in the outcome of the current discussions. it, was recognized that
negotiations between developing. countries could makea significant contribution
to the objectives of the Kennedy Round. At the same time. it was noted that not
all less--developed contracting parties may be in a position to participate in
those negotiations and that some of these countries considered that their efforts
rnust, in the first instance, he directed towards promoting economic co-operation
on a regional basis. The Committee reaffirmed its sympathetic interest in the
successful development of both these efforts.
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17. Some members expressed the hope that the European Economie Community
would reconsider its attitude concerning its adoption of Part IV and would
conseuently be in a position to participate as such in the work of the
Committee.

18. The Committce reviewed thework ofthe GATT International Trade Centre in
providing assistance to developing countries in the field of export promotion
and marketing and noted that the activities of the Centre represented an
important practical contribution to the efforts made to improve export prospects
and possibilities for these countries. The Committee approved the general
orientation of the Centre's activities which are being increasingly geared to
provide developing countries with marketing data and technical know-haw for
exploiting new market opportunities as welll as to enable these countries to
develop their export promotion services andto train the personnel needed for
these services. In -this connexion, it was emphasized that the assistance
provided by the Centre to developing countries in expiring markets for their
exerts in other devcleping countries was of particular importance..

19. Members oa trie Corrmittec expressed their support for the Centre 's plans
to pay particular attention to the establishment in the developing countries of
institutions and. services for export promotion and marketing as well as to the
training of personnel There was general support for the organization, under the
direct supervision of the Centre, of a training course oriented to the special
needs of the developing countries., It was also considered desirable that
relations between the Centre and the national trade promotion centres of the
less-developed countries should be strengthened so that the GATT Centre could
give preatcr support to national efforts.

20. T'he Committee recommened that the various suggestions concerning the
Centre s actitivitiesmade in the course of the discussions should be carefully
examined by the Group of Experts on Trade Infornation and Trade Promotion
Advisory Serviesaid that further action should be based on their advice..

21. The Committeerecoï.ized t'.at a strengthening of the resources available
to the Centre would enable it to fulfil more adequately the functionsentrusted
to it. The Committee agred that urgent consideration should be given to this
question, taking into account the advice of the Group of Experts. Several

delegatations of developed. courtrc, indicateci their government's intention to
advance the work of the Centre by contributing additional resources. in
assessing the budgetarly .needs of the centre account should bc taken of this
direct assistance to the Cetre by certain deveoped countries. It was also
urged that the CONRACTING PARTIES should endeavour to seek collaboration with
the various technical assistance agencies of thc Unilcd Nations so as to secure
their financial, support.
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22. The Committee expressed its appreciationr of the assistance provided by
national governments for the Centre's activities and looked forward to the
further growth of this assistance.

25. The Committee reviewed other technical assistance activities of GATT
in their relation to the objectives and. commitments set out in Part IV and
welcomed the growing contribution made by these activities in such related
areas as the study and elaboration of the export content of development plans,
the revision and modernization of tariff systems, and the investigation of
;rowth possibilities in the regional and extra-regional trade of developing
countries. It was noted that In a number of instances the studies carried
out by the GATT secretariat had been followed by the provision of technical
assistance for the organisation of suitable export and marketing functions
in these countries. The Cornmittee welcomed the growing co-operation, in
these areas of activity, between the GATT secretariat and other organizations
and agencies concerned which it considered would make for more effective
co-ordination of efforts :n these fields.

24, The Committee also reviewed the operation of the GATT commercial
policy courses. It expressed appreciation or the value of these courses
and similar courses offered by the governments of developed countries in
providing candidates from developing countries with an introduction to
the study of practical problems of trade and economic development.

25. The Committee agreed that the end of the Kennedy Round should provide an

>ccasion for an examination of the problems that require further attention of
the CONTRACTING PARTIES in the context of the obligations accepted by
governments under Part IV of the General Agreement.It recommended that
the secretariat should be asked to undertake, as one of its first tasks
after the completion of the Kennedy Round, an analysis of The results of the
trade negotiations so that. in the light of these results the Committee
might identify the problems to which the CONTRACTING PARTIES would need to
address themselves in terms of the responsibilities accepted by governments
under Part IV and the possibilities for fïnding solutions to the trade and
development problems of developing countries offered by the specific GATT
techniques and procedures for consultation and negotiation between governments.
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B. NOTE ON THE PRCCEEDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

26. The opening meeting of the session was chaired by Mr. Luis Vidal Zaglio,
Minister of Foreign Affairs of Uruguay. The text of Mr. Vidal Zaglio's opening
address is contained in COM.TD//48. At the opening meeting the Committee also
heard a message from the Chairman of the CONTRACTIG PARTIES, Mr. K.B. Lall
(COM.TD/w/47). Statements were made by the Chairman- of the Committee,
Mr. Carlos Valenzuela of Chile, the Director-General of the GATT,
Mr. Erie Wyndham White, and the Secretary General of the UNCTAD, Dr. Raul Prebisch.
The texts of these statements have been circulated in COM.TD/W/46, COM.TD/W/44
and CGM.TD/w/49 respectively.

27. Members of the Committee expressed pleasure at the warm hospitality extended
to them by the Government of Uruguay, and appreciation for the opportunity
afforded to the Committee to hold its eighth session in a developing country.
The presence at the meeting of the Secretary-General of the UNCTAD was also
welcomed.

28. The meetings of the Committee, other than the inaugural meeting, were
presided over by Mr. Carlos VaIenzuela. The Committee considered its provisional
agenda (COM.TD/31) and the programme of work suggested by the Chairman
(COM.TD/w/41 and COM.TD/38). The representative of Nigeria observed that the
suggested programme of work had provided for plenary discussions which would be
open to the public. He felt that in view of the limited time available the
Committee should forego general statements and commence substantive discussions
immediately, and that the traditional practice of holding meetings of the
Committee in closed sessions should be ffollowed. Departure from this practice
would create a new precedent which the Committee might have to follow in future.
After discussion, the Committee adopted the provisional agenda and approved the
work programme suggested by the Chairman.

29. Tne Committee heard a number of general statements in open session. These
were followed by more detailed discussions on individual items in closed session.
The points made at these meetings on the various agenda items are sumarized
belows.

I. Review of the implementation of Part IV

(a) Participation of developing countries in theKennedyRound

30. The Deputy Director-General introduced a report on the negotiations
(COM.TD/W/37) which he had submitted in his capacity as Chairman of the
Sub-Committee on the Participation of the Less-Developed Countries. He noted
that the trade negotiations, which by general agreement represented one of the
major ways in which developed countries could contribute to the attainment of
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the objectives of Part IV, were entering their final decisive phase and that
it was appropriate that the Committee should give guidance and express its
views on the issues to bedealt with during that phase. The analysisinthe
report presented in document COM.TD/w//37 was based on the discussions which
had been held in the Sub-Comrnittee over a period of time and on a comprehensive
series of consultations held by the secretariat at the request of the Sub
Committee. The secretariat had also a-reed to give assistance of a technical
nature to developing countries in the preparation of their requests in specific
terms. The material basis now existed on which the final phase of the
negotiations could be conducted. The Committee was invited to give particular
attention to paragraphs 20 to 23 of the report containing suggested points for
action in the final stage.

31. Representatives of developed countries emphasized the magnitude of the
offers which were at present on the table in all sectors of the negotiations
and the increased trading opportunities these promised for developing countries;
some of these speakers quoted figures to illustrate these points. One, for
instance, pointed out. that his governmen- was offering new concessions on more
than $1 billion of imports from developing countries. Some speakers pointed
out that a large percentage of their imports from developing, countries already
entered duty free and that this proportion would rise if their offers were
fully implemented. Some members from developed courtrles pcinted out that their
imports from developing countries, including the developing countries of
Latin Am.erica, had risen considerably over the past years, a fact which should
be borne in mind when one evaluated the offers on the table. Some speakers
drew attention to the fact that their tariffs were already, on average, low;
that they had tabled linear offers on industrial products with no exceptions
at all; and that they had also tabled far-reaching offers in the agricultural
field. Other members from developed countries reaffirmed that in making up
their exceptions lists they had had particular regard to the trade interests
of developing countries,which was reflected ir. the magnitude of the offers
on the table. Representative of countries with centrally planned economies
stated that they had tabled important offers, and that it had emerged in
bilateral talks that these offers were regarded by developng countries as a
constructive basis for negotiation.

32. Representatives of developed countries also referred to the papers, which,
they had tabled in the negotiations on 50 November last, setting out their
assessment of their negotiating position. One recalled that the paper submitted
by his government had indicated a list of products on which it would be able to
improve its initial offers and pointed out that many of' these products were of
export interest to developing countries. Representatives of some developed
countries stressed that, whilst their papers listed a number of products on
which theymight have to withdraw their initial offers if their requests to
other participants were not mot, every effort had been made to limit the possible
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impact of these lists on developing countries. Efforts would also be made in
the final stage to maintain offers on items in which developing countries had
an export interest. It was important to note that at the present stage of the
negotiations no withdrawals had been made and that all initial offers were
still on the table. The point was, however, made by some members that, if
withdrawals had to be made to restore the balance between developed participants,
it would not, in practice, be possible entirely to avoid affecting the interests
vf developing countries. The objective of all participants must, therefore,
be to ensure that the maximum results were secured in the negotiations.. One
speaker representing a group of industrialized countries observed that.no list
ai possible withdrawals of offers would be presented for the moment with
respect to the group although it considered that it would be.justified in
doing so.

55. The representatives of some countries which at present accorded
preferential access to their markets for certain countries, including
developing countries., pointed out that, both with regard to the scope of the
offers and possible withdrawals which they had tabled in the negotiations
the pressures exerted on them by developing countries were by no means
uniformly in one direction.

34. Many speakers from developing countries stressed their great concern at
the marked decline of the developing countries' share in world trade and at
the unfavourable development of prices of their exports of primary products.
Certain members from developing.countries said that this was clearly of as'
much importance as the commercial policies of the developed countries; what
was required was a unified approach which dealt with all aspects of the
problems of developing countries. They stressed the importance they attached
to the conclusion of commodity agreements.

35. On the question of possible withdrawals, the representative of one
country participating in the trade negotiations under the procedures for
developing countries said that items of interest to his country on the list of
possible withdrawals of one of its major trading partners accounted for no less
than 96 per cent of the trade coverage of offers of interest to his country.
In the case of ten of the fourteen main items affected, his country was the
principal supplier of the participant concerned.

56. Some developing countries recalled that their requests to developed
participants could, for the most part, be grouped under the seven headings which
had been identified in the negotiations and reproduced in paragraph 11 of the
report of the Chairman of the Sub-Committee on the Participation of Less-Developed
Countries (COM.TD/W/37). While'they recognized that it would be inappropriate
for the present Committee to attempt to deal with individual negotiating problems
it would be appropriate, in their view, for it to recommend that action along
the lines proposed should be taken In the negotiations. Some developing countries
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suggested that a further point - that developed countries should completely
remove all tariff and non-tariff barriers to imports of all items of which
individual developing countries were principal suppliers or of which developing
countries taken together were the predominant suppliers - should be added to
the list. With regard to paragraphs 20 tc 28 of COM.TD/W/37 suggesting action
which should be taken in the final stage of the negotiation, some developing
countries felt that the Committee.might usefully lay down specific dates by
which action should be taken on the various points. Other members oa the
Committee pointed out that the seven points to which reference had been made
had been discussed in detail by the Trade Negotiations Committee or the
Sub-Committee on the Participation of the Less-Developed Countries. The views
of all concerned were, therefore, sufficiently well known as was the manner
in which developed countries could agree to implement the principles involved.
On the other suggestions made, those countries pointed out that the Trade
Negotiations Committee had been charged with the actual conduct of the
negotiations and felt that it would be unwise for the present Committee to
attempt to tie the hands of the negotiators.

37. Representatives of developed countries re-emphasized their willingness to
consider making improvements in their offers, and the desirability of
specific requests being tabled by developing participants. They recalled that,
where problems existed, requests for the creation of new sub-positions in the
tariff for specific products of interest to developing countries might prove
to be a fruitful approach. The representative of one developing country
recalled that it had submitted specific requests for the creation of new
sub-positions and expressed the hope that these requests would soon be taken up.
Developed countries also reaffirmed their willingness to consider taking such
steps as are open to them to make cuts deeper than 50 per cent in, or to
eliminate duties completely on, products of special interest to less-developed
countries. Some of the developed countries drew attention to the offers which
they had tabled providing for the elimination of duties on such products.

38. Some developing countries referred to their request that developed
participants should implement the tariff cuts on products of interest to
developing countries immediately without waiting for the conclusion of the
negotiations and without the phasing provided for in the negotiating rule.
In welcoming the advance implementation of certain concessions by sonme
developed participants they expressed the view that the time had now come to
reach agreement that such action should be taken by other developed
participants. Representatives of the developed participants expressed their
sympathy with this request. Some said that decisions on individual products
would have to be taken case by case and the best way of proceeding would
probably be through bilateral contacts on the basis of specific requests.
The representative of one developed country pointed out that there
were legislative limitations on action of this kind which could be taken
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by his government. Another member representing a developed country pointed out

that unless advance implementation was agreed on a joint basis it would result
in unrequiteed benefits to other developeed countries and that this was therefore
a point which would have to be decided by the participants in the Kennedy Round
negotiations. In talking decisions in individual cases, developed countries
would also have to take into account the interests of developing countries which

received preferences ir their markets.

59. Some members referred to the problem that most-favoured-nation concessions
on certain products including tropical products would create for some developing
countries Which at present enjoyed preferential treatment in the markets of
certain developed participants. Certain of these members pointed out that if the
preferences which they now enjoyed were reduced without corresponding advantages
for their export products in the markets of other developed participants, the
negotiations would result in a net loss of tradind opportunities. Their present
assessment of the negotiating position indicated that this might well be the case.

Representatives of some developing countries benefiting from preferences stressed
the great importance they attached tc the evolution of an effective system of
compensation for the loss of preferences during the final stage of the negotiations.
Representatives of some developed countries pointed out that the actual scope of
the problem would only become apparent towards the end of the negotiations. They
expressed the hope that the negotiations would result in a high overall level of
concessions and that losses in some markets would be compensated for by tariff
benefits in other markets which would make a positive contribution to their
economic growth and export earnings.

40. Some members of the Committee referred to problems in specific sectors of
the negotiations. Some developed countries stressed the importance of the offers
that they had tabled on tropical products. Some countries emphasized that their
offers were not subject to any special conditions. Other developed countries,
whose offers were conditional, expressed the hope that events would permit them
to implement their offers in full. The point was made that very few offers
existed on processed tropical products which were, in addition to tariff barriers,
often subject to non-tariff barriers. The reduction of barriers to these
processed tropical products was ef particular importance to some developing
countries because it would permit them to process indigenous raw materials, a

logical step in the diversification of their economies.

41. As regards other agricultural products, some developing countries expressed
their particular concern at the way in which negotiations were progressing in
the Cereals and Meat Groups. In the Cereals Group, for instance, importing
countries had rejected the key paragraphs in the draft submitted by the exporting
countries. The solution of the problems was vital if they were to obtain
significant benefits from the Kennedt Round. Some other members were not
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so pessimustion the outcome of the negotiations in thosesectors.Several
members pointedoutthat the successfulsfui conclusion of ee C-rregls meer.nent
would benefit not only the exportenelozvncipirg countries but also, throsh itS
rmtl-ll-erai foo caid- omponent, congudenG 2.vngopir countries. Several
developed members reaffirmed theyt trereedrereeacay to accepted the responsibilities
that a garemls A-reedent woulc entailw was vie.;exprelsod_that the a h- h
sucoessful ccncla ieneals. CreementAg;r.seme tas i sincents_-i«c similar
arramightnthan be nbthron 'begotiated iT the GATI onmmoder conirnities. Other
cpuntries rar icipating underedures oczcdur.loforgCeveicpin- countries recalled,
tmportance which Mediterraneani.;etrahad inns hîd tteir export zrade.

d2. Anolgpro1ustriai <rzducten special mydtiby wis ratedevelopingl ('..-vlop:
courlteiotoationsn2gccotton textiles, which were of greatfreat
importaoce te theoromies iedsexport trade. Increased access to the maina-e
marwetsof s o.C.al importance for thesecountries. They s. hasized thatedî tat
where impootnrs f uid lty ingranting thisforprotective reasonstheyons the
should maKe euol uds cf ent assistance measures. Representatives ofofeplves f
devuloped countriet stated thaeking gwereset*n irzareement r. action on tariff
as well aC non;tariff barriers- it, wes ehoped that tha rsolt of such -cticn
wougd btha :nxinum :row ;le tcodeon tetti1zwiae compa,eble :dth an ordMrJy
omestic markets in importing countries.nmpcrtir; ccur±t

ves oprdeveloping s vfc`1opferia,;countries wcslIed that it WaS accepted
that deciproei-tpWoted of d veloxcec. of _.eovcopinghatuntries and tt> there-
fore, ohera coeld valne exact;quii.rance of concestions. Participa.ing
devElopi g countries hnt- agte td theco.-ribu-o TE: obJectives of the
nsiotentlion,hotheir own dewet mhir e-in vilopfent, financial and trade
nceds and with the otlegatid a which -h-y haci ssumed under PTrt IV of the GATE.
Sucneed not ibutioelate to theùe only rz evelo tariff; a dcow-opigcountry
e,gif,e for eaml neits impotr lroizc . so §..rt velcedurea. One deurvoped
particiwant said th2l it -aminimum oniy thitùiiinieUn re±Lprocliy - th. removal
ofndiscrimLa:2.on m>ai:st it in the cormercoal poticy aeasgre cfparoicipftin
developing countoped participant el.cp.'.epz,;rt-,Ccpant uroed thase particirants te
withdraw th^ XXXVvocatict of Article t.Vagains;g his country. Others ur3ed
d&selopidg oartice so s whaich ha- net done,ss< to mke specific offtr3. Some
levels opointee out h - b 1vcl c' protceioriin developing c untrics were o,ten
came a stagein the avolution of thecountry when~ini -h.- 1tic:uosc-f tcluntrr wJi±en

inthe interestofthecountry u3d be -radc in the lter ostf th oun-it
itoetu. The ;rnnJrr Rng cipranide& .n- opp9rxtnity for capryirnîout cu exercise
at the sort. the ;?Oil-t .1,,:.S atngad hi; contribution which participa.ii
defitoping eotitries u-ad i bring bonei.is to other developing countries.
Sonpat rnbe; reprtscnte.4 eountrie- pnrtici.ing under thE proccduras for
tev opng countries s.-i ohl.tt.h, had babled important offers cf tari f
bling their. Othrs i6 bhmenuinoe -.bhz1bhair nitial statenJntS cf
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contribution they had made unilateral tariff reductions or had taken measures
unilaterally to liberalize theiri4import régime.Theesc measurw -eould oe Cf
direct benefit to other partpciDants in thegotiationsorn ard should be
considered an integral paot cf their contribution to the negotiations.

Some deoelGping countries referred in particulao te the fact that ihe:r
duties were already extremelo lCw and imposed mri.arily for revenue purposes
and pointed out thah tùey could offer reductiois rn these duties onwy èith
great difficulty. Many deopenlcig countries said that their contribunior
would have to be a functiof ch t-e benefits thoy cbtainen ir, the negotiations.

(b) Other developmenrsle eevant to the operation cfrPaLt IV

44. Members of the Committee noted with satisfactiona tho mnst contracting
tparies had adhereo t the standstill provisioof fo articXXXVII,VTI athat ti
some had taken certain positive steps in the tariff and non-tariff field.
However, while they recognized that the addition of Part IV represented an
irpo-tant step in thight 3ht direction, several representatives emphasizedtthaf
the present session should pay social attention to the concerns expressed on
previous occasions morer.rc far reaching actiontif he Genergl AZreement were
to be an adequate iumer ioot te deal with the trade and development prmblers

;f the developing crunt-ies. There was need, formexa:plo, te find ways and
meazs of accelerating the implementation of the provisions of Part IV, in
particular paragrapoh 1 f ArtiXXXV)èCTII, and of encouraging countries to adopt
a more positive anmpsyreathctic attitude to the yanrlofg eut of the obligations
they had assumed. In this connexion it doulc be timely for the Committee -o
explore new avenues of action glonr tihe lnes esagd incd i paragraph 3(b) of
ArtiXXXVII.I.

45. Several members stressed the need for urgena -nd puopcseful action to
assist developing countries, considering that their share in international trade
had continued to decline, and that their economiesewcre growing at aa ggrogate
rate well below that which -ad been hcpedofcr dirg thiie Development Decade.
Some membero cf the Committewere of'L the view thawhileilthe benefits resultgnG
from the Kennedy Round would ensure continuing and reasonable growth in experts
of manufactured productfromor developing coutries, concerted efforts should be
rade to deal with probme.o cf tredc in food and wamaterialsal, categorieshichic
represented some 75 per cent ofedoveloping countries'exposte. Some other
me:bers pointed to theopssbilityt: that many rmanaufctured producto cf eopcrt
interest to developing cotunries may not benefit om .1the tariff cuts, and to
the need for special measuro cf assistance to help establish these exports on
world markets.
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(c) Future work of the Committee in the implementation of Part IV

46. Many members stressed the view that, once the Kennedy Round was completed,
there would be need for establishing new directives for the future work of the
GATT in the field of trade and development, and for the working out of more
effective mechanisms whichwill ensure more speedy and effective implementation
of the provisions of Part IV. Points suggested for inclusion in future work of
the Committee included:

(i) Formulation Of new and effective consultation procedures or improve-
ment of existing procedures for effective and meaningful consultations
with developed countries maintaining residual restrictions affecting
export products of interest to developing countries.

(ii) Further exploration of the possibilities for greater use of adjust-
ment assistance by developed countries to promote structural
adjustments in sectors where such action would result in an
expansion of the trade of developing countries.

(iii) Appropriate arrangements for the consideration of problems arising
for developing countries from the negative effects of certain
agricultural policies applied by some developed countries.

(iv) Consideration of ways to ensure that within the area of its
competence, the GATT contribute in the largest measure possible
to efforts to find appropriate solutions. to commodity problems.

47. The Committee took note of a memorandum submitted by the Government of
Chad (COM.TD/37), and listened with sympathy to a statement by its representa--
tive on the adverse effects of recent development in primary commodity markets
on its economy. The Committee noted that while the task assigned to the
working party in paragraph 13 above on the problems outlined by Chad had some
parallels in earlier GATT examinations of development plans, it also represented
in some respects a new approach. the results of which would need to be watched
with sympathetic and careful interest.

II. Expansion of trade among
48. The Chairman. of the informal group of developing countries in the GATT,
Ambassador Encinas del Pando, reported on developments in the negotiations
which were taking place among developing countries. The Chairmarn's statement
is reproduced in COM.TD/W/56. Members from developing countries mentioned
efforts they were making, on a general or a regional basis. to contribute to
an expansion of trade among developing countries. Members of the Committee
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expressed interest in these developments. Some members expressed the view
that all these efforts were helpful and the two approaches, general and regional,
which had been evolved for action in this field had each its merits, and could
have effects which were mutually complementary. Some members noted that,
whatever solions were chosen, it was important that they were implemented
in an orderly fashion; highly technical and legal problems would be involved,
and the co-operation of international institutions and regional bodies dealing
with various aspects of monetary, trade, development and financial policy would
be valuable. Some members also pointed out that although the main responsibility
for the success of future endeavours in this field would fall on the developing
countries themselves, success would also greatly depend on sufficient support
being afforded by the developed countries. It would, therefore, be appropriate
îf the Committee were to express its interest in the developments in this work
and to recommend .that al! contracting parties give their sympathetic support.

III. Preferences to be granted by developed countries to developingcountries

49. Many members cf the Committee expressed the hope that the various studies
being undertaken on the question of the granting of preferences by developed
to developing countries would be completed soon. Some members reiterated the
importance attached by their governments to the early adoption of a generalized
scheme of preferences. The representative of Australia state. that the
experience gained under the scheme introduced by his Government had borne out
the validity of the Australian initiative. Some members of the Committee
reiterated the hone that developed countries would follow the Australian example.

I-V. Residual import restrictions and legal amendments

50. Several members of the Committee observed that the problem had been pending
solution for a long time and that the Committee should strongly urge the removal
of the remaining residual restrictions and recommend appropriate measures for
mitigating their harmful effects, particularly of restrictions which were
inconsistent with GATT provisions. They suggested that effective procedures
should be devised to ensure, through consultation, the rapid removal of
restrictions affecting the export interest of developing countries. Some
members said that although they had found the existing procedures for consul-
tations useful, they would be prepared to support any reasonable suggestions
for improving them that might be advanced in the Group on Residual Restrictions.

51. Some members of the Committee stressed the importance of a further improve-
ment in the procedures under Article XXIII for safeguarding the trade and
economic interest of developing countries. Members of the Committee expressed
their interest in the work being undertaken in this connexion in the Group on
Legal Amendments and hoped that a report from this Group would be available
when the Committee next meets.
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V.Export promotion and marketing

52. Members of the Committee expressed appreciation for the useful services
being performed by the International Trade Centre and noted its practical con-
tribution to the efforts of developing countries to expand their exports.
Many developing countries referred to the benefits they had derived from the
Centre's Market Information Service, Publications, Training Programme and the
recently established Trade Promotion Advisory Service.

53. In connexion with the Market Information Service, certain delegations of
both developed and developing countries pointed out that the Centre should give
special attention to the prospects for exports of developing countries in
markets of other developing countries. It was also suggested that there should
be a link between the efforts of the Centre to explore market opportunities for
products of developing countries and the work of the Committee on Trade and
Development in the area of dismantling trade barriers on products of interest to
developing countries. The Centre should also give greater attention to promoting
practical contacts between traders. Inter alia, it could render a practical
service by putting exporters in developing countries in touch with importers in
other countries, even if it were not possible to furnish extensive markett data
in all cases.

54. With regard to the promotion of new lines of export, it was suggested that
the Centre should give attention to such connected issues as export finance,
export credits, overseas propaganda etc. which form an essential part of the
infra-structure of export promotion. It was urged in this connexion that the
Centre should make further efforts to obtain for the developing countries free
stand space at trade fairs in the developed countries, as well as advertising
facilities at concessional rates.

55. Many developing countries drew attention to the usefulness of the publications
programme. It was suggested by one of then that, if maximum benefit were to be
derived by developing countries from the Centre's publications, a close examination
should be made of the distribution of the Centre 's quarterly magazine and
pamphlets in order to ensure that they reached the right parties. both government
and private, in developing countries who are likely to derive benefit from the
publications.

56. Delegations of developing countries referred to the value of the training
facilities arranged by the Centre. It was pointed out that in addition to the
ad hoc announcements of courses by the Centre, it would be helpful if the Centre
would publish periodically a comprehensive list of all training facilities that
were being operated on a continuing basis from year to year, as this would enable
developing countries to make arrangements in time for the selection of suitable
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candidates and thus take full advantage of the training facilities offered. Many
delegations stressed the desirability of organizing, under the direct supervision
of the Centre, a training course oriented to the special needs of developing
countries.

57. Delegations of both developed and developing countries emphasized the
importance of the Trade Promotion Advisory Service and urged that increasing
attention should be given by the Centre to the establishment of export promotion
services in the developing countries. Many representatives expressed the view
that the establishment of these services would, in the long run, enable the
developing countries to deal with their export promotion and marketing problems
with a minimum of assistance from outside agencies.

58. There was a general consensus in this connexion, that particular attention
should be given in the development of the future work programme of the Centre
to the provision of facilities for the training of personnel to man the national
export promotion services.

59. Some delegations suggested that the Centre liaison arrangements with national
governments should be strengthened and made more effective, both in the developed
and developing countries. The Centre's liaison network should be used for
making adequate preparation for meetings of the Expert Group on Trade Information
and Trade Promotion Advisory Services. In this connexion, it was also observed
that adequate notice should be given of meetings of the Expert Group to enable
countries to make available qualified representatives.

60. Several delegations, both from developing and industrialized countries,
stressed that the resources of the Centre should be strengthened to enable it to
fulfil more adequately the functions entrusted to it and that urgent consideration
should be given to this matter. Most developing countries urged a very
substantial increase in the resources of the Centre to enable it to meet the
growing demands upon its services. Some of the industrialized countries
preferred the "step-by-step approach"to the expansion of the Centre's resources.
It was suggested in this connexion by the delegations of the United States and
Australia that the Director-General should furnish, prior to the next meeting of
the Expert Group, a report covering the financial implications of the Centre's
activities in the next budgetary period, which should take into account
unilateral contributions from individual countries and funds that might be
forthcoming from technical assistance sources. Contracting parties should take
into account the Director-General's financial report as well as the reports of
the Expert Group and the Committee on Budget, Finance and Administration in
examining the various proposals made in the Committee.
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61. A number of delegations of the industrialized countries made statements on
the export promotion assistance and training facilities they had offered to
developing countries either directly or through the Centre and on the plans
they had for the future. Many delegations of developing countries expressed
their appreciation of the support provided by the governments of industrialized
countries for the Centre 's activities and looked forward to the further
expansion of this assistance.

62.The Committee also heard a statement from the representative of the UNCTAD
outlining the rôle and competence of the UNCTAD and other United Nations bodies
in providing technical assistance for export production and promotion.

VI. Trade and aid studies

63. Members of the Committee expressed support for the programme of trade and
aid studies. Some mentioned the importance they attached to studios along the
lines of Nigeria and Uganda which were undertaken with specific objectives,
and led to the drawing up of definite and concrete recommendations. They hcped
that other studios of this nature would be carried out and that contracting
parties directly concerned with the recommendations which arose from these
studies would lend their constructive endeavours to the effective implementation
of such recommendations.

General observations

64. The Committee adopted the summary and conclusions set out in Section A
above. In adopting these, some members of the Committee expressed the hope that
the wording in some of the paragraphs would not give the impression of a
divergence of interest between groups of countries and in particular between
developed and developing countries that was less reai than might appear te be
the case. Some other members of the Committee thought that the formulation
adopted in the summary and conclusions reflected the effort to deal with
certain matters relating to the Kennedy Round and the work of the Committee on
Trade and Development in their specific relation to the particular concerns
and interest of developing countries in accordance with the mandate given to
the Committee. The Committee felt that it would be appropriate for it in the
circumstances to place on record its general expression that all members of the
Committee were dotermined to work towards the common objective of expanding the
trade and promoting the economic development of the developing countries, The
summary and conclusions should be read in the sense of the present. paragraph.

65. At the closing meeting statements were made by the Secretary-General of
the Latin American Free Trade Association, Mr. Gustavo Magarinos, thie Chairman,
Mr. Carlos Valenzuela and the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Uruguay,
Mr. Luis Vidal Zaglio. These statements have been circulated in COM.TD/W/53,
COM.TD/W/54, and COM.TD/w/55 respectively.


